Russian IoT botnet {#cesec10}
==================

A hacking group that focuses on Russia\'s federal security service, the FSB, claims to have uncovered a plan to build an Internet of Things (IoT) botnet for use by the country\'s intelligence service. The group, Digital Revolution, published 12 documents dating from 2017 and 2018 giving details of a project dubbed 'Fronton'. This Mirai-like botnet would compromise IoT devices by exploiting factory-set passwords to build a botnet that the FSB could use for distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, using a command and control server operating via VPNs and proxy servers. The documents appear to have been created by 0Day, an FSB contractor that Digital Revolution said it had hacked in April 2109.

Exchange servers still vulnerable {#cesec20}
=================================

Although Microsoft issued a patch back in February for a serious post-auth remote code execution vulnerability (CVE-2020-0688) in Exchange Server, more than 350,000 Internet-reachable servers remain unpatched. Rapid7 used its Project Sonar survey tool to discover publicly facing Exchange servers, and of the 433,464 it found, 82.5% were still vulnerable to attack. There are no mitigations for this vulnerability, which allows an attacker to take over the server using leaked email credentials, so the only protection is to patch. Several advanced hacker groups, including nation-state actors, are known to be exploiting this flaw in the wild. The survey also discovered more than 31,000 Exchange 2010 servers that haven\'t been updated since 2012 and nearly 800 that have never been updated. There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/2yXr2TX>.

Cyber Essentials {#cesec30}
================

The UK Government\'s Cyber Essentials scheme, introduced by the National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) in 2014, is being relaunched with a single organisation as the certification body. The scheme allows organisations to show that they meet certain minimum cyber security standards. The NCSC has appointed the IASME Consortium as its single Cyber Essentials Partner in an attempt to eliminate some of the issues that had arisen over the previous arrangement, in which there were five partners. Research by NCSC uncovered inconsistencies in the way the scheme was applied, and confusion among organisations looking to achieve certification as to which organisation they should approach. There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/2XvJlty>.

MSSQL servers mined {#cesec40}
===================

Between 2,000 and 3,000 Microsoft SQL (MSSQL) servers are being compromised each day, with attackers installing crypto-miners and remote access trojans (RATs), say researchers at Guardicore Labs. The attacks have been underway since May 2018 and are still going on. The campaign, dubbed Vollgar by Guardicore, uses brute force attacks against servers with weak credentials before installing the RATs and software that mines Monero and Vollar crypto-currencies. The attacks mostly originate from around 120 IP addresses, most of them in China. The compromised MSSQL servers are also used as part of a botnet to search for other vulnerable MSSQL servers. Most compromised machines operate as bots in this way for just a short time, but the researchers found some that were active for months. "Vollgar\'s main CNC \[command and control\] server was operated from a computer in China. The server, running an MS-SQL database and a Tomcat web server, was found to be compromised by more than one attack group," said Guardicore security researcher Ophir Harpaz. "In fact, we found almost 10 different backdoors used to access the machine, read its file system contents, modify its registry, download and upload files and execute commands." There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/3bhDgVu>.

Open source breaches {#cesec50}
====================

Research by DevOps firm Sonatype has found that a quarter of organisations have suffered a security incident in the past year related to internal software development, and that the majority of these involved open source software components. The '2020 DevSecOps Community Survey' found that open source libraries and frameworks are widely used because they speed up development. But they can contain vulnerabilities and sometimes even malware. Some 21% of surveyed firms report breaches related to such components, but the figure is actually higher (28%) among those organisations that consider themselves to have mature DevOps practices that include keeping a software bill of materials (SBOM) for all components. There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/3a7dulD>.

Cloud errors {#cesec60}
============

Configuration errors and complex deployments are behind many of the security issues associated with cloud computing, according to new research by Trend Micro. The report found 230 million misconfigurations on average each day, proving that this risk is prevalent and widespread. The research found threats and security weaknesses in several key areas of cloud-based computing, which can put credentials and company secrets at risk. Criminals capitalising on misconfigurations have targeted companies with ransomware, crypto-mining, e-skimming and data exfiltration. Misleading online tutorials compounded the risk for some businesses, leading to mismanaged cloud credentials and certificates. IT teams can take advantage of cloud native tools to help mitigate these risks, but they should not rely solely on these tools, the report concludes. The report is available here: <https://bit.ly/2RwnFda>.

Algorithms and human rights {#cesec70}
===========================

The Council of Europe has issued new guidelines designed to help its 47 member states develop legislation to protect human rights in a world increasingly run by opaque algorithms. There have been numerous cases of solutions based on machine learning turning out to have prejudices and discrimination built into the data on which they were trained. The Council of Europe\'s Committee of Ministers is calling on governments to ensure that they do not breach human rights through their own use, development or procurement of algorithmic systems. In addition, as regulators, they should establish effective and predictable legislative, regulatory and supervisory frameworks that prevent, detect, prohibit and remedy human rights violations, whether stemming from public or private actors, says the Council. In its announcement, it said: "The recommendation acknowledges the vast potential of algorithmic processes to foster innovation and economic development in numerous fields, including communication, education, transportation, governance and health systems. In the current Covid-19 pandemic, algorithmic systems are being used for prediction, diagnosis and research on vaccines and treatments. Enhanced digital tracking measures are being discussed in a growing number of member states -- relying, again, on algorithms and automation. At the same time, the recommendation warns of significant challenges to human rights related to the use of algorithmic systems, mostly concerning the right to a fair trial; privacy and data protection; freedom of thought, conscience and religion; the freedoms of expression and assembly; the right to equal treatment; and economic and social rights." There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/3b7uZDD>.

DrayTek under fire {#cesec80}
==================

Since at least early December 2019, a hacker group has been taking over DrayTek enterprise routers to eavesdrop on FTP and email traffic inside corporate networks, according to Netlab, the security division of Qihoo. Researchers detected two threat actors, each exploiting a different zero-day vulnerability in DrayTek Vigor -- load-balancing routers and VPN gateways. The hackers abused a vulnerability in the RSA-encrypted login mechanism to hide malicious code inside the router\'s username login field. When a DrayTek router received and then decrypted the boobytrapped RSA-encrypted login data, it ran the malicious code and granted the hackers control over the router. The hackers then deployed a script that recorded traffic coming over port 21 (FTP), port 25 (SMTP), port 110 (POP3) and port 143 (IMAP). There\'s more information here: <https://bit.ly/3ehNqrh>
